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Introduction
It is known that no infinite-dimensional Banach space over a spherically
complete field is reflexive. The situation is however quite different in the
case where the base field K is supposed to be non-spherically complete.
For this case we conjecture:
"The dual of any Banach space E over K is reflexive, provided that
the cardinals of E and K are non-measurable."
In this article we caleulate duals of well known non-Archimedean
Banach spaces and find the statement above true for them. In the sequel
we will use the following definitions:
Let X be a topological space and K a non-Archimedean valued field.
Then Co(X ---* K) or Co(X) denotes the Banach space of all continuous
functions: X ---* K vanishing at infinity. Further C(X ---* K) 01' C(X) will
stand for the Banach space of all bounded functions on X with values
in K. The norms of Co(X) and C(X) are given by Iltll = sup {:f(x)llx c:= X}.
The space yX can be defined as follows: yX is the set of all ringhomo-
morphisms of C(X ---*F2) onto F2 provided with the weak topology. (1':::2
denotes the field of two elements). The space yX is compact and 0-
dimensional. Let Q denote the rational numbers with the discrete topology.
Then bX can be defined as the set of all ringhomomorphisms of C(X --)- Q)
onto Q provided with the weak topology. A olopen subset of X is a set
which is open and closed. A clopen filter on X is a filter which has a base
of clopen sets. The functor b has the following properties: (a) 15X is 0-
dimensional and (b) For every free maximal clopen filter 011 on X there
00
exists a sequence {Vnln EO n}c ~ such that n VII = 4>. Furthermore
n-l
b2(X) = b(X) and C(X ---* K) = C(bX ---* K) for any field K which is not a
local field. (For more details sec [4]).
Finally, for any subset A of X we shall denote its complement by A *
and its characteristic function by ;A.
1. General properties ot reflexive Banach spaces
First we consider the case of Banach spaces defined over a spherically
complete field K. The following proposition (see [3] theoreme (3.1)),
newly proved here, asserts that this case is not interesting.
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(1.1) Proposition. Suppose that E is an infinite-dimensional Banach-
space over a spherically complete field K. Then E is not reflexive.
Proof. Let O~EI ~---+E2 fJ-+Ea~O be an exact sequence of Banach-
spaces over K, (meaning: lX, f3 continuous, lX injective, f3 surjective,
im lX = ker f3). The theorem of INGLETo~ [2] yields the exactness of
o~ E I ' ~ E 2' ~ Ea' ~ 0, provided that K is spherically complete. Hence
also 0 ~ B\" ~ E2" ~ E a" ~ ° is exact. Since the canonical maps CPt:
E t ~ E t" are isometric (again Ingleton) we conclude that every closed
subspace of a reflexive space is itself reflexive. Let E be an infinite-
dimensional Banach space. Then E has a closed subspace isomorphic to
00(1l). (take an orthogonal sequence in E). Hence the reflexivity of E
implies that of 0 0(11).
However, 00(1l) is not reflexive. This can be seen as follows: 0(1l) is
the dual of 0 0(11). Since K is spherically complete, there exists a continuous
linear 1: 0(11)~ K, 1of- 0, ker (1) "J 0 0(11). Clearly 1 EO 0 0(11)" and 1 fj; 0 0(11).
In the sequel we will suppose that K is not spherically complete and E
will stand for a Banach space over K.
We will call E reflexive if the canonical map CPE: E ~ E" is isometric
and surjective. As in the real case we have the following criterium for
reflexivity:
(1.2) Proposition. E is reflexive if and only if the canonical map CPE
is isometric and the unit sphere B of E is weakly complete.
Proof. E is given the weak topology and E" the weak*-topology.
Let B" be the unit sphere of E". The canonical map CPE is a homeomorphism
of E onto cpE(E). Since B" is clearly weak*-complete, the condition that
B is weakly complete is necessary. The proof of the sufficiency is finished
if we show that every weak*-neighbourhood {gEE"llg(lt)-h(lt)l<e,
i = 1, ... , n} (iI, ... , In E E', e> 0) of an element h E E" with ilkll < 1, contains
an element of cpg(B). Indeed: the completeness of cpg(B) implies cpE(B) J
J {f E E"I IIfll < I} and hence cpE(E) = E".
Define now Eo = ker iI r. ... n ker In. Since Eo has finite codimension
in E there is a finite-dimensional subspace F of E such that E = Eo EB P
and Ilx -+ yll:> Ilhlli max (1Ixll, Ilyll) for all x E Eo and y E F. The analogous
inequality holds for E" = Eo" EB F". Let x E F be such that cpE(X) -+ Y = h,
Y E Eo". Then Ilxll = IlcpE(x)11 <; Ilhll-illhll < 1 and clearly ~(x)=h(lt) for i = 1,
... , n. This completes the proof.
Remark. The usual form of (1.2) for the real case "B is weakly
compact" has no meaning in this case because K is not locally compact.
Even the replacement "B is weakly c-compact" for weakly compact, used
in [7], theoreme (4.28), can not be applied in the case where K is not
spherically complete.
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(1.3) Lemma. The map (!pEl' 0 qJE'; E' -+ E '" -+ E' is the identity
on E'.
Proof. Straightforward.
(104) Proposition. The following properties of E are equivalent.
(a) E' is reflexive.
(b) For some n, the n-th dual E(n) of E is reflexive.
(c) The dual of E" j!pE(E) is 0.
Proof. According to (1.3) the statement (a) is equivalent to (!pEl' is
injective; the latter being another way to formulate (c), we deduce the
equivalence of (a) and (c). Again using (1.3) one sees that E' not reflexive
implies that E" is a topological direct summand of E III ; so E'" =E' EB F.
Clearly, the canonical map: E III -+ E(5), which is the sum of the maps
E' -+ E III and F -+ F" can not be surjective. Hence (b) is equivalent to (a).
Remark. In the sequel we will need the following propositions
(proved in [5], (4.1)): "The dual of II Et is LEt', provided that the
hI hI
cardinal of 1 is not measurable. In particular, the dual of O(D) where D
is discrete and card (D) is not measurable, is Oo(D). Hence Oo(D) is
reflexive. "
(1.5) An example of a non-reflexive E'.
Suppose that card (K) is non-measurable and that there exists a measur-
able set D. Provide D with the discrete topology. Let E be the closed
subspace of O(D) consisting of the elements whose support is at most
countable. Identifying O(V), for any V CD, with the subspace of O(D)
consisting of all functions with support contained in V, we can write:
E= U {O(V)IV C D, card (V)=No}. Using O(Vl'=Oo(V) for any count-
able subset V of D one finds E' = Oo(D).
By assumption there exists a free ultrafilter 1ft on D such that the
intersection of any countable family of sets of 1ft belongs to 1ft. For any
f E O(D) the ultrafilter on K generated by {f( U) IU E 1ft} has also this
countable intersection property. The cardinal of K being non-measurable
we conclude the existence ofaxEK such that {x}= n {f(U)jU E 1ft}.
This means tp(f)= lim f exists for every f E O(D). Now E" = O(D) and tp
iJ&
"constructed" above has norm 1, tp=FO, ker tp:J E. According to (1.4) this
means that E', and likewise Oo(D) and O(D), is not reflexive.
(1.6) Proposition. Let E be a Banach space such that E is not
00
reflexive. Then F = L E<2n) is not reflexive and F is linearly isometrically
isomorphic to Fit. ,,-I
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00 00
"fproof. Clearly F'= IIE(2n+l)andF"= !E(2n+2). Using (1.3) we write
n-I n-I .
E(4) = E(2) EEl G and consequentely
E(2n) = E(2) EEl G EEl 0(2) EEl G(4) + ... EEl G(2n-4).
00 00
Hence F and F" are both isomorphic to ! n, where u, = ! Dt •n ;
Dt,o = E(2) and Dt,n = G(2n-2) if n;» 1. i-I n-I
F can not be reflexive since it has E(2) as direct summand and E(2)
is not reflexive.
Remarks. Apart from the case (1.5) where measurable cardinal
numbers are involved, we could not find a space E with non-reflexive
dual. Therefore we Conjecture: "II the cardinal 01 E is non-measurable
then E' is reflexive."
In the sequel 01 this article we want to avoid the pathology coming Irom
measurable cardinal numbers and we assume that no set appearing in the
rest 01 this paper is measurable.
2. The dual 01 Jt(T).
Let T be any lattice. The set of all bounded functions t-t: T ~ K satis-
fying t-t(a v b)+t-t(a II b)=t-t(a)+t-t(b) for all a, bET, and normed by 1It-t1l=
= sup {1t-t(a)lla E T} forms a Banach space which will be denoted by Jt(T).
(2.1) Proposition. Let e« denote the element 01 Co(T) satislying
ea(b)= 15a.b lor all a, bET, and let F be the closed subspace 01 Co(T) spanned
by the set {eavb+eallb-ea-ebla, bET}. Then:
(a) Jt(T) is isomorphic to the dual 01 Co(T)jF.
(b) There exists a subset TO 01 T such that every bounded lunction t-t: TO ~ K
has a unique extension 'jJ, E Jt(T). Moreover 11'jJ,11 = sup {It-t(a) I laE TO}.
(c) Jt(T) is reflexive and Jt(T)' is isomorphic to Co(TO).
Proof. (a) Every t-t E Jt(T) induces a map: Co(T) ~ K given by
I I~ ! t-t(a). I(a) which is zero on F. So t-t induces #E (Co(T)jF)' and
aET
Iit-til = 11#11. Moreover any 1E (Co(T)jF)' equals # where t-t is defined by
t-t(a)=l(ea+ F).
(b) Let S be a maximal orthogonal subset of {eavb+eallb-ea-eb!
a, bET} and choose a maximal set So C {eala E T} such that So u S is
orthogonal. Put TO = {a E Tlea E SO}; F I is the closed linear subspace
generated by Sand FO is the closed linear subspace of Co(T) generated
by So.
One easily sees that F I C F, FO is orthogonal to F and that the residue
classes of S U So form a base of the residue-vector space of Co(T). The
set of coefficients of S U So with respect to the base {eala E T} of Co(T)
is {O, 1, -I}. Hence we can apply theorem (1.1) of BOSCH [1]; this shows
that S U So is an orthogonal base of Co(T). It follows that F=FI, FO=
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= Oo(TO) and Oo(T) = Oo(TO) EB F. The restriction map j/(T) --+ O(TO) is
bijective and isometric. The last statement is another way to express (b).
(c) vIt(T) ~O(TO) yields Jt(T)' ~ Oo(TO) and j/(T) is reflexive.
3. The duals 01 O(X)
Terminology. Let T be a ring of subsets of thc set X and let
f-l E vIt(T). Then Ilf-ll[o denotes sup {:f-l(O')IIO' CO, 0' E T} for all °Eo T and
for z E X we put Ilf-lllx= inf {11f-l!loIO E T, x EO}. By Jto(T) we denote the
closed subspace of Jt(T) consisting of the elements f-l satisfying: Ilf-lilo =
= sup (Ilf-lllx) for all °E T.
""0
Remark. In this section we will compute the duals of O(X) for
topological spaces X. Since O(X) ~ O(bX), 15 being the functor defined
in [4], § 2, we may without loss of generality assume that X :?~ bX.
(3.1) Proposition. Let X be compact and X '".:::: oX. Let T be the
lattice 01 the clopen eubseis 01 X. Denote by bx the element of O(X) given by
bx(f)= I(x) lor all I E O(X). Then:
(a) O(X)' is isomorphic to Jt(T).
(b) O(X) is reflexive.
(c) The inverse of the canonical map fP: O(X) --+ O(X)" is given by fP l(l)(.r) =
=l(bx ).
Proof. (a) This follows from the fact that the linear subspace of
O(X), spanned by the characteristic functions of clopen subsets of X,
is dense in O(X).
(b) According to [4] theoreme (5.1), C(X) has an orthogonal bnse.
Hence O(X) is isomorphic to Oo(D) for some discrete set D. It follows
that O(X) is reflexive.
(c) There is an clement IE O(X) with fP(f)~ l. Substituting t.his one
obtains the formula.
(3.2) Lemma. Let X be any topological space, and V a compact
subset of X. The restriction map !!v: O(X) --+ C(V) is surjective. ~loreover
there is a linear isometric map tpv: C( V) --+ C(X) such that (!v 0 ipv is
the identity on C( V).
Proof. C( V) has an orthogonal base {esls E 8} consisting of the charac-
teristic functions of clopen subsets 0, of V. Let {a/Is E S} be a family
of clopen subscts of X such that 0,' (J V = as for all s ; and denote the
characteristic function of 0,' by I,. The map ipv : C( V) --+ O(X) givcn by
tpv( I a,es)= I asl, (I ase, denotes a convergent sum) has the stated
properties and hence Qv is surjective.
Terminology. Let X be such that X ~ oX and let T denote the
lattice of all elopen subsets of X. For °E T we idcntify C(O) with the
subset of C(X) consisting of the functions with support in O. For I t= C(X)'
23 Indagationes
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we put IIlIl0=lIl I0(0)1I and IIlllx= inf {lIl1l010 E T, x EO}. The map x I~ IIllix
is upper-semi-continuous on X . An element l E O(X)' is said to have a
compact support if we can write l in the form l = m 0 ev where V is a
compact subset of X and m an element of O( V)'.
(3.3) Lemma. Suppose X ~ oX. Let l be an element of O(X)'.
(a) If {Onln EN} is an open disjunct covering of X then lim IIlllo" = 0 and
Illll = sup 1I1110".
"(b) There exists an clement x E X with Illllx= Illll.
00
Proof. (a) O(X)= II O(On) and according to [5] theoreme (4.1), this
00 "~1
implies O(X)' = LO(On)'. This is another way to formulate (a).
,,-1
(b) Let:F be a filter on X maximal with respect to: ":F has a base
consisting of elements 0 E T for which IIlllo = IlllI". It follows that :F is a
maximal clopen filter on X, since 0 E T, 0 rf=:F, 0* rf=:F, implies the
existence of 01 E:F, 01E T such that Illilono1 < IIllland Illllo*nol < IIlll. But this
contradicts Il lll= II l1 101·
Suppose that :F is free. Since X :.::: oX there is a sequence X = Xl :)
00
:) X 2 :) X 3 :) • •• with s, E T, s, E :F and n Xt=ep. Put On=Xn \Xn+l
i-I
and apply (a). This yields Illllx" = sup (lIlIIOA,) and lim IIlllok = O. However
k~n
this contradicts Illllx" = IIlll.
Hence rt :F =I ep and using the maximality of :F one finds that for some
x E X the filter :F is the neighbourhood filter of x. Clearly IIllix = IIlli.
(3.4) Theorem. Suppose X ~ oX. Then:
(a) For every lEO(X)' and every positive e, the set {xEXllllllx >e} is
compact.
(b) The linear subspace 01 O(X)' consisting 01 the elements with compact
support is dense in O(X) .
(c) The map £x: O(X)' -+ vIt(T) defined by £x(l)(O) = l(~o) is isometric.
Moreover I[lllo= 11£x(l)jjo and IIlllx= 11£x(l)llx. 'l'he image 01 £x is the subspace
01 vlto(T) consisting 01 the J-lsuch that {xEXI IIJ-lllx >e} is com/pact lor
every positive e.
Proof. (a) The set V={xEXllIlllx >e} is closed. Suppose that it is
not compact. Let {Oi li E I} be an open covering of V which has no finite
subcovering. Without loss of generality we may suppose 0, E T for all
i E I. Let :F be the filter on V generated by {V\(V rt O,)li E I} and let
CilI :):F be a maximal clopen filter on V. Denote by Cillo the filter on X
generated by {O E TIO rt V E CilI}. Then CillO is a free maximal clopen filter.
00
There exists a sequence X = Xl :) X 2 :) ... in Cillo rt T such that n X n= ep
,,-1
and X" rt V =lX,,+l rt V for all n, because X ~ oX. This implies the
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existence of a disjunct open covering {Unln E 11} of X such that Un n V =I4>
for all n.
Let 'ljJ: 0(11) --+ O(X) be defined by 'ljJ(a)(x)=a(n) if x E U«. Then the
map 10 'ljJ: 0(11) --+ K has the property [1 ° 'ljJ(en) I>8 for all n, where en
denotes the characteristic function of {n}. This contradicts 0(11)' =00('0).
(b) Take lEO(X)', 1=10, and 8>0. Put V={XEX[ Illllx>8} and 1.=
= 1° 'ljJv °ev. Then 1. E O(X)' has compact support and we will show
[11-1.11 < 8.
Let I E O(X) and g = I - 'ljJv °ev(f). The function g is 0 on V and < 811/111/l11-1
on some 0 E T, 0 J V. Now 1(1-1.)/1 = Il(g)[ < max (ll(g;o)l, Il(g;o*)I) and
[l(g;o)1 < 111IIllg;011 < 8[1/11 and [l(g;o*)1 < l[lllo*lIg;o*11 < [11110*11/11. Using (3.3) (b)
for 0* instead of X one finds I/lllo* < 8. Together this yields 111-1.[1 < 8.
(c) For 1E O(X)' with compact support the formulas [[iX(l)[1 = 11111,
[liX(l)/lo=l/lllo, lIiX(l)llx=1I11Ix follow easily from (3.1). By (b) and continuity
they hold for every 1E O(X)'. Moreover (3.3) gives im iX C vlto(T).
Using (a) one sees that it is enough to show that every element p, E vlto(T)
of the described type belongs to im IX.
On the linear subspace of O(X) generated by {;010 E T} we define h by
h( 2 ai;Oi) = 2 aiP,(Oi) and we extend h by continuity to the closure of
this space, which equals {t E O(X)I/(X) is compact}. For arbitrary I E O(X)
we define 1(/)= lim h °vv ° ev(/) where the limit is taken along the net
v
of all compact subsets of X. The only point we will check is the existence
of this limit. From that one gets easily 1E O(X)' and iX(l) = p,.
Let 8> 0 and let V be the compact set {x E XI 1Ip,llx > 8}. Let W J V be
another compact set and g=('ljJv oev-'ljJW oew)/. The function g is 0 on
V and is <811111 1Ip,1I-1 on some 0 E T, 0 J V. Now
[h ° 'ljJv °ev(f) - h ° 'ljJW °ew(f)1= [h(g)1 < max (Ih(g;o) [, Ih(g;o*) I)·
Furthermore [h(g;o)1 < Ilh[[ IIg;o[[ <811/11 and [h(g;o*)[ < sup {11p,lIxlx E 0*}1I/11 <
< 811111. Hence the limit exists.
Remarks. (1) Let K be any field, (spherically complete or not),
and let X ~ bX. In the terminology of [6] section 2, O(X --+ K) is a
Wolfheze space. Part (b) of (3.4) implies that any 1E O(X --+ K)' is an
integral provided that K is not spherically complete. Furthermore the p,'s
described in (c) are measures on T. So (c) gives again the 1-1 corre-
spondence between measures and integrals on the W olfheze space
O(X --+ K). (See [6] section 4.)
Let K be again any field, then theorem (3.4) yields the following
algebraic characterization of integrals on the Wolfheze space O(X --+ K):
"A continuous linear 1: O(X --+ K) --+ K is an integral if and only if for
every valued field L J K, 1 has an L-linear continuous extension:
O(X --+ L) --+ L". This follows from the fact that any field K lies in a
non-spherically complete field L.
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(2) IfX is o-dimensional but X +oX then the situation is more compli-
cated. Let K be non-spherically complete and 1E O(X)'. It is not difficult
to show that for any sequence In such that I/nl" Ignl and (In t 0 the limit
lim l(fn) is O. However the following example will show that 1 need not
be an integral.
Let X be the set of all ordinals numbers iX <Q, where Q denotes the
first uncountable ordinal number, provided with its order-topology. X is
o-dimensional and oX = X u {!2}. Define l :O(X) = O(oX) ---'>- K by l(f) = l(Q).
Let ~'" denote the characteristic function of {{3 E XI{3 >iX}. Then ~'" t 0
and l(~",)= 1 for all ix. This shows that 1 is not an integral. Moreover this
example shows that the condition X =OX is essential in (3.3) and (3.4),
because IIlllx = 0 for all x EX.
3.5) Theorem. Suppose X ~ oX. Denote by XO the set X endowed
with the topology which has the base {O C XIO n V is clopen. in V lor all
compact V c xj.
(a) XO is O-dimensional.
(b) V C X is compact if and only il V is compact in XO.
(c) xoo=X.
(d) Let Ox denote the element 01 O(X)' defined by ox(f) = I(x) for all I E O(X).
Then {3(l)(x)=l(ox) is an element 01 O(XO) for every 1E C(X)".
(e) The map fJ: O(X)" - > O(X O) is bijective and isom etric.
Proof. (a) Obvious.
(b) The identity map i: XO -,," X is continuous. Hence it suffices to
show that a compact subset of X remains compact in XO. This is clear
since X and XO induce the same topology on compact subsets of X.
(c) Follows from (b).
(d) Let V be a compact subset of X and let ox.v denote the element
of O(V)' satisfying ox.vU)= I(x) for all IEC(V). Take 1E O(X)" and let
ev be the restriction map: O(X) ---'>- C( V). Then fJ(l)(x) -l(ox) = 1 0 ev'(ox.v) =
=ev"(l)(ox.v) and it follows from (3.1) part (c) that fJ(l)iV is continuous.
Hence fJ(l) belongs to O(XO).
(e) Clearly lifJll " 1 and it suffices to prove the existence of a linear
y: O(XO) ---'>- O(X)" such that fJ 0 y r- -; id, Ilyll <:;:; 1 and to show that fJ is
injective.
For IE O(XO) and 1E O(X)' we put y(f)(l) = lim {l(v!VUI V»I V C X, V
compact}. It is enough to show that this limit exists . The properties of
yare easily verified. Let 6> 0 and V = {x EXI IIlllx :> 6} and W:l V, W
compact. (Use (3.4». Then l(tpw(f! W» -l(tpv(fl V» = l(g) with s> tpw(flW)-
-tpv(fl V). The function g is 0 on V and <; E on some clopen set O:l V.
Now Il(g)1<; max (Il(g~o)/, I l (g~o· )I)" max (f:lIlll, 1IIIIIIlllo·) <: max (Elllll, EII/II).
Hence the limit exists; Illllo. " 6 according to (3.3).
About the injectivity of fJ; suppose fJ(l) = O. Then evt/(l) = 0 for every
compact vex. Or equivalentely, l(m) = 0 for every mE O(X)' which has
compact support. Now (3.4) yields 1- O.
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(3.6) Corollary. Let X ~ JX.
(a) C(X) is reflexive il and only il X = Xu.
(b) C(X)' is reflexive il and only il xo ~ J(XO).
Proof. (a) Follows immediately from (3.5).
(b) Suppose that XO '" b(XO). Then O(Xo)" '"" O(XOO) and xoo ~ XO.
Hence C(XO) is reflexive. According to (1.4) this implies that C(X)' is
reflexive.
Suppose that XO ~~ b(XO). Then then' exists an algebra-homomorphism
IX: C(XO) ~ K which docs not correspond to any point of Xu. Since X '" (5X
there exists an element x E: X such that (X(f) = I(x) for all 1 EO C(X). Here
we identify C(X) with a subspace of O(X)" and C(X)" with C(XO). The
functionall(f) = IX(f) -/(x) on C(XO) satisfies ll= 0, Illl! <:1 and ker (l) :J O(X).
According to (1.4), C(X)' is not reflexive.
Re rn a r ks . (1) It is unknown to the author whether there are spaces
X such that X '" JX and XO ~~ b(XO).
(2) In either of the following cases X =~ X O, :
(a) Every point x E: X has a countable base for its filter of neighbourhoods.
(b) X is locally compact.
(3) An example 01 a space X with X ~ bX and xo"" X. Let I be the
set of all ordinal numbers iX < Q where Q is the first uncountable ordinal
number. By transfinite induction one can construct a projective system
{Xl, cpi,iii, j E: I} such that the set CPi~/({((}) is infinite for all 'i<j and
a E: Xl. Put X "= lim Xl and provide X with the projective limit topology.
By transfinite induction one shows that X is not empty and clearly X
has no isolated points. Since X is a closed subspace of II Xl we have
X '" oX. lEI
We will now show that every compact subset of X is finite. This would
imply that XO has the discrete topology and certainly X 1= XO.
Let A C X he a compact set and let ai denote the number of clements
of the finite set cpi(A) C Xl. (Here CPi: X ~ Xi is the canonical map.) If
sup (at) < 00 then A is finite. If sup (((i) is infinite then there exists a
sequence ii < i 2 < i 3 < ... in I with ain < ain + 1 for all n. Choose i to I with
i > in for all n. Then at» ain for all n since CPin,l: Xi -~ X i n is surjective;
this is impossible.
The results (3.3) and (3.4) imply for the space X: For every 1E O(X)'
there is a sequence {;rnln E:11} C X and a sequence {Gnln En} C K such
00
that lim an = 0 and l(f) = 2 anl(xn) for all 1c: C(X). Furthermore C(X)"
n-1
is isomorphic to the Banach space of all bounded functions in X.
4. Ideals 01 C(X)
In this section we compute the duals of closed ideals of C(X). As in § 3
we suppose X '" oX. The formula I(.'F) = {f c: C(X)llim I=O} gives It one-
§"
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to-one correspondence between the closed ideals of C(X) and the clopen
filters on X (See [4], (3.1)). To include the ideal C(X) in this correspondence
we will call the family of all subsets of X also a filter.
We start with a clopen filter ~ on X. To simplify notations we assume
that n ~ =4>. Let I denote I(~); T denotes the lattice {O C XIO clopen,
0* E ~}. ~o will stand for the filter on X generated by the complements
of all compact subsets of X. ~+ denotes the filter on X generated by the
open sets 0 C X such that 0 U 01 E ~o for every 01E~. Furthermore
~o is the filter on XO generated by the clopen subsets of XO such that
ou 01 E:: ~o for every 01 E ~+. (Note that ~o and ~+ are in general not
clopen filters; ~o is a olopen filter if and only if X is locally compact.
As X and XO have the same family of compact subsets the filter ~o on
X coincides with ~o on XO.)
An element l E l' is said to have support in V if l(f) = 0 for all I E I
such that f( V) = {O}. For x E X we denote by <5x the element of I given by
<5x(f )= f(x) for all lEI.
(4.1) Lemma. Let V be a closed subset of X such that V* E~+.
The restriction map ev: C(X) -+ C( V) maps I onto Co(V). There is a linear
isometric map '1jJV: Co(V) -+ I such that ev 0 spv is the identity on Co(V).
Let <5x.v denote the element of Co(V) given by <5x.v(f ) == I(x) for all f E Co(V).
Then the canonical map cp: Co(V) -+ Co(V)" is bijective and isometric;
its inverse is given by cp-1(l)(x) =l(<5x.v ) for all l E Co(V)", x E V.
Proof. It follows from the definition of ~+ that ev(l) c: Co(V).
Moreover Co(V) has an orthogonal base consisting of characteristic func-
tions of open compact subsets of V. The lemma follows from this in the
same way (3.2) and (3.1) are derived.
(4.2) Theorem. Suppose X ~ 15K and let I be the ideal corresponding
to the jree clopen filter ~ on X. Then:
(a) The map 0<:: l' -'r Jt(T) defined by 0<:(l)(0) = l(~o) lor 0 E T, lEI', is
isometric. The image 01 0<: is {.uF.10(T)llimll.ullx=0}.
'+
(b) The linear subspace 01 I' consisting of the elements with support in ~+,
is dense in 1'.
(c) For any l E 1" the map fJ(l): X -'r K defined by fJ(l)(x) = l(<5x) belongs
to C(XO) and filII = IlfJ(l)lI.
(d) The image of the isometric map fJ: 1" -+ C(XO) is the closed ideal of
C(XO) corresponding to s» (i.e. fJ (1")={fEC(XO)llim/=O}).
;F0
Proof. (a) Sinceu {C(O)IOCT} is dense in I we have IlllI= sup IllIC(O)11
OET
according to (3.4) part (c): IllIC(O)11 = sup {ll(~o')1 10' E:: T, 0' CO}. This im-
plies 1I000(l)1I = Illli.
(3.4) yields also Illlix == 11000(l)lIx; Illlio = 1I000(l)1I0 for all x ~ X, °E T. Therefore
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iX(l) E ..4o(T) and since by (3.4) part (a) {x E OllliX(l)lIz>oe} is compact for
all 1'>0, 0 E T we have lim IliX(l)llz=O.
~+
On the other hand; take a fl E •.Ao(T) for which lim Ilflllz=O. For any
~+
oE T this fl induces flO E ..40(0) by restriction. Using {x E Oillflllz>oe} is
compact for all 1'>0 and (3.4) part (c) one finds a lo E C(O)' corresponding
to flO. Of course lo,IC(O)=lo for 0':) 0; 0,0' E T. So we get a continuous
linear l: U {C(O)IO E T} - K. Since U {C(O);O E T} is a dense subset of I
we can extend 1 to an element of l' and clearly iX(l) = fl.
(b) For any 1E l' we have 1== lim 1 0 ipv 0 ev where the limit is taken
v
along the net of closed subsets V of X such that V* E §'+. The proof of
this is analogous to the prove of (3.4) part (b).
(c) Let V be a compact subset of X. Then V* E §'+. For x E V we
have fJ(l)(x)"= ev" (l)(c5x,v) and according to (4.1) this yields that fJ(l)IV is
continuous. Hence fJ(l) E C(XO). From (b) it follows that filii =~ sup {llev"(l)111 V
closed in X, V* E §'+} and from (4.1) one gets Ilev"(l)11 ~ sup IfJ(l)(x)l.
Hence Illll = IlfJ(l)lI. o:E v
(d) First we will show that lim fJ(l)= 0 for every lEI". So wc want to
~o
showthat{xEXllfJ(l)(x)I>oe}n V, where Vis closed and V*E§'+, is com-
pact. This follows from fJ(l)1V E Co(V)"=Co(V). (See (4.1)).
On the other hand; take I E C(XO) with lim 1=0 and lEI'. As in the
~o
proof of (3.5) we will construct y(f) E 1" with fJ 0 y(f) = I. Define y(f)(l) by
the limit of 1 0 lpv(fl V) taken over the closed sets V C X such that V* E §'+.
As before one verifies that the limit exists and that y(f) has the right
properties.
(4.3) Corollary. II c5(XO) ~ XO then the dual 01 every [ree closed ideal
01 C(X) is reflexive.
Proof. I" is the ideal of C(XO) belonging to some clopen filter Y on
XO and 1(4) belongs to the clopen filter yo on XO and 1(6) belongs to yoo.
Now clearly Y C yO; Y~:) (.rO)+ :) .r+++; Y+ C Y+++. Hence Yo=
=yoo. So 1(4) is reflexive and hence I' is reflexive.
Example. The situation of (4.2) becomes nicer for the case of a
discrete set D. First ffo=ff++ for any frec filter ff on D and
§'+= {O C DIO U 0' is co-finite for all 0' E §'}.
:Moreover {fl E ..4o(T) I lim Ilfllld = O} '" {/ E C(D)llim I(d) = O}. So we have
~+ ~+
the following result: "Let ff be a free filter on the discrete set D then
I(ff)' '" I(§,+)."
There is an easy way to picture the relations between §', §'+ and ff++:
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Any free filter :F on D corresponds to a closed subset V of fJD\D in the
following way :F = {O II DIO clopen in fJD and 0:) V}.
o
The filter :F+ corresponds now to {x E fJDlx ¢; D U V} and :F++ to V.
The special case of this in which V is a single point yields I(OlI)' ~ Co(D)
for any free ultrafilter 0lI on D.
Remark. If it were known that XO ~ o(XO) for any X such that
X ~ lJX then (4.2) can be simplified in the following way:
X is a subspace of yX (See [4] section 2.) and clopen filters on X corre-
spond in a one-to-one way with the closed subsets of yX. Let the closed
ideal 1 C C(X) correspond in this way to the closed set vex.
Define Y=X u V and J = {f E C(Y)lt 180 on V}. Then Y ~ OY and J
is isometric isomorphic to I. Moreover, since V is compact we have the
split-exact sequence 0 --7 J --7 C( Y) --7 C( V) --7 O. This yields the two exact
sequences:
0--7 J" --7 O(YO) --7 C(V) --7 0 and 0 --7 J(4) --7 C(lJ(YO)O) --7 O(V) --7 O.
Since we have assumed that lJ( YO) = yo and according to yoo = yo we find
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